
| Optimal fleet management

| Accurate overview of when your vehicles 

and/or equipment require service and 

maintenance

| Get alerts when it's time for an inspection 

or maintenance

| Based on mileage and/or engine hours
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| Optimal fleet management with the RSM
The Remote Service Monitor is an unique and independent service application which can be accessed via 

the internet. Optimized fleet management at any time and location. The Remote Service Monitor is 

connected to the vehicle in your current or yet to build in blackbox. Because the Remote Service Monitor 

uses the latest technologies, tracking and tracing and fleet management are merged into a single 

application. Online and real-time knowing where your vehicles are and also direct an accurate records 

about when your vehicles and/or equipment need service and maintenance or require mandatory 

inspections; that is the power of the Remote Service Monitor.

The Remote Service Monitor is an user-friendly and efficient solution for optimal fleet 

management.

Service Dashboard

Because the remote service monitor is an internet-

based application you can on any desired location 

and time, through a clear service dashboard, see 

at a glance the required vehicle data and monitors. 

All information, such as mileage, running hours 

and inspection data, are presented in one screen 

This will give you an instant overview of the service 

and maintenance of your vehicle or the machine.

The remote service will monitor you via email and 

through attention colors point out where vehicles or 

machines need maintenance or inspection. Not 

only on the basis of mileage but also on the basis 

of operating hours. All this offers great mobility 

security for your machine and vehicle fleet.

Inventory and conscious control

Would you even get more grip on the maintenance 

costs of your fleet and savings then the remote 

service monitor is the ideal solution for your fleet 

management. By simply monitors will save you a 

lot of time, you can deal more with your core 

business.

Planning & Control

Increasing the operating efficiency is achieved by 

proactive maintenance planning of labor and 

material. This means less downtime of machinery 

and vehicles and a more efficient use of your 

vehicles. Another great side benefit, especially for 

leasing companies, is that there can be very 

accurately sent on Repair, Maintenance & Tires 

cost in contracts.

Win opportunities

The remote service monitor has a very quick ROI 

and is thereby very attractive for specific target 

groups and applications. No conflicts with the OE 

protocol, by the lack of a CAN-bus connection. The 

system works proactively and gives timely 

preventive maintenance. Just because the 

maintenance can take place at the own 

maintenance dealer, there are fixed price 

agreements possible. The dealer then gets its own 

login code for the RSM and might just be 

proactively maintained cars.

RSM benefits

| No complicated software on your corporate 

network;

| No (too) expensive maintenance licenses;

| No CAN-bus connection;

| With the Remote Service monitor, you can realize 

significant cost savings on fuel, maintenance and 

repair: & insurance.
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